A Fast Time Synchronization Method for Large Scale LEO Satellite Networks Based on a Bionic Algorithm
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Abstract: A fast time synchronization method for large-scale LEO satellite networks based on a bionic algorithm is proposed. Because the inter-satellite links are continuously established and interrupted due to the relative motion of the satellites, the topology of the LEO satellite networks is time varying. Firstly, according to the ephemeris information in navigation messages, a connection table which records the connections between satellites is generated. Then, based on the connection table, the current satellite network topology is calculated and generated. Furthermore, a bionic algorithm is used to select some satellites as time source nodes and calculate the hierarchy of the clock transmission tree. By taking the minimum level of the time transmission tree as the optimization objective, the time source nodes and the clock stratums of the whole satellite networks are obtained. Finally, the onboard computational center broadcasts the time layer table to all the satellites in the LEO satellite networks and the time synchronization links can be established or recovered fast.
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1. Introduction

The construction of large-scale satellite communication constellations is developing rapidly, and time-sensitive services play an important role in such fields as finance, telemedicine and intelligent transportation [1,2], as shown in Figure 1. Due to propagation delay and the Doppler effect, satellite communication requires time and frequency synchronization [3]. Satellite time synchronization is a basic condition for conducting inter-satellite time-sensitive services, which directly affects parameters such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter [4–7]. Time-sensitive services between satellites rely on long-term continuous and reliable time synchronization sources.

Satellite time synchronization methods include star-ground two-way time synchronization [8], inter-satellite time synchronization based on two-way ranging and time transmit (TWRTT) technology [9], and time synchronization using navigation signals [10–12]. The time synchronization method using navigation constellations has few error sources and high time synchronization accuracy, and it is an important process for time synchronization in satellite constellations.

However, in low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks, inter-satellite links are difficult to maintain due to the drastic changes in relative motion speed between satellites, and links are constantly established and interrupted [13–15]. Meanwhile, when affected by interference or space environment factors, such as by solar flares and atmospheric gravity wave disturbances [16,17], the ionosphere will be perturbed, which may lead to distortions and the mis-coding of the signals received by the receivers, which cannot be decoded [18]. These can lead to the network topology being time-varying. In addition, time transfer
cannot be accomplished when the time synchronization source fails or the time transmission link fails. Therefore, it is necessary to quickly reselect the clock source and calculate the time synchronization transmission path according to the current network topology in order to achieve the continuous and stable transmission of real-time services.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of space and earth integration networks.

On the Internet, clock information is transmitted from the clock source to the next node level by level, and each node level is a clock level [19,20]. Every level of clock information transmission will generate errors. As the number of times clock information is transmitted increases, the error will become larger, and the clock synchronization performance will deteriorate. Therefore, the clock synchronization performance is closely related to the clock hierarchy in the network, and the fewer clock hierarchies, the better the clock synchronization performance. Therefore, during the algorithm iteration in this article, the clock hierarchy is established based on the clock transfer tree, and the clock hierarchy of all satellites is weighted and summed. The minimum value is taken as the optimization objective, and the clock synchronization performance is best when the clock hierarchy value is the smallest.

The traditional traversal algorithm calculates the clock delivery path and clock hierarchy by using each satellite as a clock source in turn [15,21], which requires all possible cases to be calculated sequentially, and the optimal result can only be determined by comparing the results of the calculations for all cases [22]. Therefore, as the number of satellites in the network increases, the amount of computation increases dramatically and can even be exponential. Facing the LEO satellite network with time-varying topology under normal circumstances, although the traversal algorithm can pre-calculate the lookup table, when there are unforeseen circumstances that lead to the failure of the satellite link and the need to re-calculate the clock transfer path, the traversal algorithm has a large amount of computational workload, and it cannot compute the results in time, which generates unpredictable delay and jitter, greatly affecting the transmission and processing of information.

The proposed method selects multiple time reference satellites using the bionic algorithm based on the change in LEO satellite network topology with the constraint of minimizing the sum of weighted clock tiers. The bionic algorithm calculates by iteration, and at each iteration the simulation result is closer to the optimal result, instead of calculating all the possible scenarios as the traversal algorithm does, so that consequently a large number of unnecessary calculations are saved; the time of calculation is greatly
reduced compared with the traversal algorithm, which can quickly calculate the optimal clock transfer path for the whole network and achieve the best time synchronization effect. When a single or part of the interstellar link fails due to unexpected circumstances, the topology of the satellite network changes, and the clock transmission path needs to be recalculated. The iterative approach of the bionic algorithm is far more efficient than the traversal algorithm that calculates one by one. In this paper, for the same model, the traversal algorithm needs to compute \(11^6\) times and takes 195.63 s, while the proposed bionic algorithm, with a minimum of only 10 iterations and 0.043 s, can enable the time synchronization network to recover quickly, which is an important application prospect in LEO satellite networks.

2. Time Synchronization Scheme

2.1. Clock Transfer Trees Construction

In the method, all the LEO satellites are set to move back to the initial latitude at the beginning of a complete operating cycle, and the time interval between two consecutive changes in the LEO satellite network topology are designated as a time slice [21]. For each time slice, the satellite is set to establish inter-satellite links with the adjacent satellites in the same orbit on the front and back sides and two adjacent satellites located in adjacent orbits on the left and right sides.

For polar orbit satellites, at different latitude positions, the fast relative motion between the adjacent orbit satellites causes periodical establishments and disconnections of inter-satellite links. When the satellites move to the high latitude region, the satellites in the two neighboring orbits have large relative movement speeds. It is difficult to maintain the inter-satellite links, and even causes the links to be disconnected. Thus, in our approach, it is set so that when the LEO satellites move to a high latitude region that is larger than a 70° south and north latitude, the inter-satellite links in adjacent orbit are put into disconnected states and no connections exist between the satellites in the network topology; otherwise, the satellites links will remain connected. Several satellites are set as time sources in each time slice to achieve a flat time synchronization hierarchy structure and improve clock synchronization accuracy. The latitude position of each satellite can be obtained based on navigation messages. The inter-satellite link statuses and network topology of the time slice are determined according to the latitude positions in the proposed means.

For the traversal algorithm and the proposed method, the clock transfer trees are constructed in the same way. We use 1–66 as the number for 66 satellites, with the first orbital plane numbered 1–11, the second orbital plane numbered 12–22, and so on. The time transfer trees are established based on their own time source satellites as root nodes with the clock layers of 0 [23].

Firstly, the time source satellites are marked as visited to avoid loops, and the smallest numbered time source is used as the first root node. Then, the satellites, which have connections with the first root node, are designated as the time cascade level 1 and identified as visited. Meanwhile, their parent nodes of stratum 0 are recorded. Then, the second smallest numbered time source satellite is defined as the second root node with the clock layer of level 0, too. The satellites connected to the second root node, which are not identified, are set as the time hierarchy of stratum 1. The nodes are also marked as visited with their parent nodes recorded, too. In this way, all satellites with clock stratum layer 1 can be found and marked as visited, and their parent nodes are recorded.

Secondly, the satellites connected to the smallest numbered satellite with time level 1 in the first clock transfer tree are found. After removing the already identified satellites, the chosen satellites are set to be the time stratum 2 and marked as visited, with their parent nodes recorded. Following the same measure, all the satellites connected to the other satellites with clock layer 1 can be found. After removing the already identified satellites, the found satellites are set to time level 2, and marked as visited, with their parent nodes recorded. Then, using this method, all satellites clock layers and parent nodes can be determined.
Finally, time transfer trees, which have the same number of the time source satellites, are constructed based on the parent nodes recorded by each satellite.

2.2. Sum of Weighted Clock Hierarchy Calculation

The weight value of the satellite is the same as the time stratum of itself. For example, the weight value of the time source satellite of the 0 clock layer is 0. The weight values of all satellites are summed to calculate the weighted time level, and the minimum value of the sum of the weighted clock stratum is considered as the optimization target. Using the bionic optimization algorithm, time sources are initialized and randomly selected with the number of $D$. The time layer of each satellite is estimated according to the above measurement, and then the sum of the weighted clock levels is obtained. The $D$ time sources are consistently selected iteratively until the minimum sum of the weighted time cascades is obtained through optimization. At this time, when the $D$ time sources are the optimal solution, the clock stratum and the parent node of each satellite are recorded. To complete the setting of time hierarchy of all satellites in the LEO satellite networks, the synchronization information is broadcasted to other satellites.

In this paper, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is used [24–28], which is one kind of the bionic algorithms. The low-orbit constellation takes the Iridium constellation as an example, which has 66 low-orbit satellites divided into six orbital planes. For the Iridium constellation, six satellites are selected as the time references, as every plane has one time source. The traditional traversal approach for obtaining the six time references with the smallest weighted clock cascade needs to calculate all combinations of time references, i.e., $11^6$, in order to determine the optimal combination of time references. In contrast, the proposed means, with the number of particles set to 20 in the PSO algorithm, only requires a minimum of 10 iterations to determine the optimal time source combination.

\[
s_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_{i,k}
\]  

(1)

In Equation (1), $s_k$ represents the sum of the weighted time stratum of the $k$-th clock source satellite combination in the time slice, $N$ represents the number of all the satellites in the constellation; in this article, it is 66. $a_{i,k}$ represents the time hierarchy of the $i$-th satellite in the $k$-th clock source combination in the time slice.

In order to obtain a better global time synchronization effect, the sum of the clock weighted layer should be as small as possible, so as to minimize the time level of each satellite. There are 11 selections of clock sources for each orbital plane with 11 satellites, and a total of $11^6$ combinations for six orbital planes, namely 1,771,561.

In order to make a comparison with the method proposed in this paper, the time layers calculations have also been performed with the traditional traversal method [29,30]. The traditional traversal measure mainly differs from the PSO algorithm in the time source selection, while the process of calculating the clock transfer trees and the sum of the satellite weighted time cascade is the same as described earlier. Traditional traversal methods calculate the weighted clock stratum for each combination in each time slice. That is, for the first time slice, $s_1$–$s_{1771561}$ are calculated. Firstly, six time sources in six orbital planes are selected, such as the first combination of the satellites with the numbers of 1, 12, 23, 34, 45, 56. Secondly, the connection relationship between satellites is obtained based on the satellite network topology of the time slice, and the clock transfer trees are obtained based on this connection relationship and the time source satellite number. Finally, $s_k$ is calculated according to the clock transfer trees.

3. Results

The traditional traversal approach is shown in Algorithm A1. All combinations of time sources are selected with the increasing number of orbital planes and satellites, and for each combination, the sum of the weighted clock layers is computed.
All 1,771,561 time source combinations are calculated according to the above steps, and a minimum sum of the weighted clock hierarchy of 102 is obtained. The optimal time combination serial numbers indicate the positions in the above 1,771,561 combinations. A total of eight combinations can achieve this goal, and the corresponding satellite numbers for each combination are shown in Table 1. The program is set up to monitor the time and it took a total of 195.63 s to calculate all 1,771,561 clock source combinations.

Table 1. Optimal clock source combination table of the first slice obtained by traversal algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Optimal Clock Source Combination Serial Numbers</th>
<th>Satellite Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>993,418</td>
<td>7 13 32 38 45 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>993,429</td>
<td>7 13 32 38 46 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,133,788</td>
<td>8 12 27 43 46 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,148,429</td>
<td>8 13 27 43 46 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,510,256</td>
<td>10 16 24 41 49 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,524,897</td>
<td>10 17 24 41 49 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,678,566</td>
<td>11 16 30 35 49 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,678,577</td>
<td>11 16 30 35 50 65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time transfer trees corresponding to the group 2 and group 5 time source combinations of Table 1 are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively, in which the time sources are used as the root nodes of the clock transfer trees. The numbers in the time transfer trees denote the numbers of the satellites, and the column of serial numbers 0–3 on the left side of the clock transfer trees denotes the time cascade corresponding to the satellites in this row. The time synchronization information is transferred from the time source satellites to the other satellites along the clock hierarchy with the connections between the satellites.

Figure 2. Time transfer trees: (a) the second group, (b) the fifth group in Table 1.

The minimum sum of the weighted cascades of the time slice is \( \min\{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{1771561}\} \), and its corresponding optimal time source combination can be found with the \( \text{find} \) function in Algorithm A1, whose searching condition is \( s_k = \min\{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{1771561}\} \). The minimum sum of weighted clock level calculated by the means of the traversal is 102.

In the particle swarm algorithm of this thesis, the size of the number of population particles \( NP \) is generally between a few and in the tens. When the \( NP \) is small, the iteration can easily fall into the local optimal solution. When the \( NP \) is large, the results of the calculation of many particles in each iteration are not facilitated, which wastes the computational resources and reduces the efficiency, so the \( NP \) can be set to 20. \( N \) is the total
number of satellites of the Iridium constellation, which is set to 66. The particle dimension $D$ is the time base number, which is set to six. $SN$ is the number of satellites in each orbital plane, which is set to 11. The maximum number of iterations is set based on the iteration results. If a small number of iterations can produce optimal iteration results, the maximum number of iterations can be set to a very small number of iterations, so as to avoid useless calculations. According to the results of the PSO calculations in this example, usually dozens of iterations can produce the optimal results, thus $T$ is set to 100. The maximum number of iterations affects the inertia weight $\omega$ of the particles as shown in Equation (2).

As shown in Equation (5), the learning factors affect the motion speed of the particles, which cannot be too large compared to the weight $\omega$. The two learning factors $c1$ and $c2$ are usually set to 1.5 in the PSO algorithm. As the near-polar orbit LEO satellites have a high relative speed of motion at high latitudes, inter-satellite links are difficult to maintain, so the inter-satellite link is set to be disconnected when the satellite’s latitude is $70^\circ$. Because there are 11 satellites in each orbital plane, in order to facilitate the program calculation for each orbital plane, the time base number maximum $X_{max}$ is 12 and the minimum $X_{min}$ is 1 so that in the use of Equation (3) calculations the clock source satellite number combination $x1$ can be assigned to the number of all the numbers of 1–11. Since the time reference number is an integer, it is rounded to obtain the initialized time reference $x$ (value range 1–11). The particle motion speed is used to control the magnitude of the change in the clock source satellite number for each update, because there are only 11 satellites in each orbital plane, and the satellite number value cannot grow too much in each iteration, otherwise it may exceed the value range of the number 1–11, or skip the optimal value in the middle. So, the maximum value of $V_{max}$ is set to 2, and the minimum value of $V_{min}$ is set to 0, i.e., the satellite number is increased by 1 or 2 in each iteration. The above variables are calculated by the following formulas:

\[
\omega = (0: 1/(T - 1): 1) \times (0.4 - 0.9) + 0.9
\]  
\[
x1 = rand(NP, D) \times (X_{max} - X_{min}) + X_{min}
\]  
\[
x = \text{floor}(x1)
\]  
\[
v_j = \omega(l) \times v_j + c1 \times \text{rand} \times (pbest_j - x_j) + c2 \times \text{rand} \times (gbest - x_j)
\]  
\[
x1_j = x_j + v_j
\]

where the $\text{rand}$ function returns a random number uniformly distributed in the interval $(0, 1)$, the $\text{floor}$ function rounds an element to the nearest integer less than or equal to the element, $j$ denotes the particle number, $l$ denotes the number of loop iterations, $v$ is the particle motion velocity, $pbest$ is the historical optimal solution for each particle, and $gbest$ is the historical optimal solution for all particles and the optimal time source combination. The main initial parameters and their corresponding values in the PSO algorithm are shown in Table 2.

The optimization objective of the PSO is generated through the $\text{func1}$ function, which returns a numerical value of $\text{sumstr}$, as shown in Equation (7).

\[
\text{sumstr} = \text{func1}(x, A, N, D)
\]  

The $\text{func1}$ function shown in Algorithm A2 is used to compute one optimization per particle, where $x$ represents the six time source numbers selected by a particle, $A$ represents the connection table with the topology of the LEO satellite networks in this time slice, $N$ is the total number of satellites in the LEO satellite networks, and $D$ is the number of time source numbers. For particle $j$, the return value $\text{sumstr}$ of function $\text{func1}$ is calculated by Equation (8) in function $\text{func1}$ and $a_i$ is the time hierarchy of the $i$-th satellite.

\[
\text{sumstr} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i
\]
$$p_{best_j} = \begin{cases} \text{sumstr}, & p_{best_j} > \text{sumstr} \\ p_{best_j}, & p_{best_j} < \text{sumstr} \end{cases} \quad (9)$$

$$g_{best} = \begin{cases} \text{gbest}, & p_{best_j} > \text{gbest} \\ p_{best_j}, & p_{best_j} < \text{gbest} \end{cases} \quad (10)$$

### Table 2. Parameters table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of satellites ($N$)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of time sources ($D$)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellites in each orbital plane ($SN$)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The latitude at which the inter-satellite link is set to be disconnected</td>
<td>$70^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of particles ($NP$)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of iterations ($T$)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning factors ($c_1, c_2$)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum value of time source number for each orbital plane ($X_{max}$)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum value of time source number for each orbital plane ($X_{min}$)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialization time source ($x$)</td>
<td>[1, 11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum particle velocity ($V_{max}$)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum particle velocity ($V_{min}$)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whenever `sumstr` generates a new value, the particle is compared with its own historical optimal value $p_{best_j}$ by Equation (9). If `sumstr` is smaller, the particle updates and records its own optimal time sources $x_j$ and the minimum sum of weighted time layers $p_{best_j}$. Otherwise, it does not record and update. Then, if $p_{best_j}$ is smaller than the global minimum sum of the weighted clock cascades $g_{best}$, the global minimum sum of weighted time stratums and global optimal time sources are updated by Equation (10). Otherwise, it does not record and update. Finally, the particle updates its own speed $v_j$ and time source satellite numbers $x_{1j}$ and an iteration of this particle is completed. After all iterations of all particles, the clock transfer trees are generated using the global optimal time source combinations. The main algorithm is shown in Algorithm A3.

The minimum sum of weighted time stratum obtained after 10 iterations is 102, as shown in Figure 3. The obtained time source combinations are the same as the second group in Table 1. Six clock transfer trees are constructed with these six time sources as the root nodes. The LEO satellite network topology and clock delivery path are schematically shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 illustrates the network topology for the first time slice and the clock delivery paths established based on the clock delivery trees in Figure 2a. The clock source satellites are marked in yellow, while the other satellites are marked in blue. The numbers represent the other satellites’ numbers, and the arrow indicates the clock delivery paths.

The curves of the number of iterations of the PSO algorithm and the traversal algorithm with respect to the sum of the minimum weighted clock levels are shown in Figure 3. Using the time monitoring program, the time for 10 iterations of the PSO algorithm is 0.043 s and for $11^6$ iterations of the traversal algorithm is 195.63 s, respectively.

The PSO algorithm has significantly fewer iterations compared to the traversal algorithm. Analyzed in principle, the traversal algorithm needs to compute all possible clock source combination cases sequentially, i.e., for $D$ clock sources, each clock source combination case is to add one to only one of the clock source satellite number each time and compute that clock source combination, and the optimal result can only be determined by comparing the size of the sum of the weighted clock hierarchies of all clock source combination cases. These $11^6$ calculations are independent of each other, so the results of each calculation do not benefit the results of the next calculation, which leads to an increase in the number of clock source combinations with the increase in the number of
satellites in the network and a corresponding increase in the amount of calculations in the traversal algorithm.

![Graph showing the number of iterations of the PSO algorithm and the traversal algorithm with respect to the minimum sum of the weighted time in the first time slice.](image)

**Figure 3.** The curves of the number of iterations of the PSO algorithm and the traversal algorithm with respect to the minimum sum of the weighted time in the first time slice.

![Diagram showing a schematic of clock transmission path and topology of the first slice in LEO satellite networks.](image)

**Figure 4.** Schematic diagram of clock transmission path and topology of the first slice in LEO satellite networks.

In the PSO algorithm, parameters such as \( D \) clock source satellites for \( NP \) particles are updated simultaneously each time, and the updated results are used to update the parameters for the next iteration, and each update is beneficial to make the computational results closer to the optimal solution. Each particle represents a kind of time source combination, and it can be seen from Equation (3) that for each particle, PSO updates the \( D \) clock source satellite numbers at the same time each time, instead of only one at a time as in the traversal algorithm. Meanwhile, the PSO algorithm utilizes iterative computation, and there is a correlation between the results of the two adjacent computations, as shown
in Equations (4) and (5); the parameters $v_j$ and $x_j$ of the previous iteration are computed to cover the current $v_j$ and $x_j$, i.e., the parameters of the current iteration are updated using the parameters of the previous iteration, so that the results of the previous computation has a contributing effect on the next computational results. In addition, in Equation (3), PSO updates $NP$ particles at one time simultaneously, i.e., $NP$ kinds of combinations and the computational results of these $NP$ particles update $pbest$, and $gbest$, and then update $v_j$ and $x_j$ of each particle according to Equations (4) and (5) so that the iteration of each particle can benefit from the iterative process of other $NP$-1 particles. In summary, instead of enumerating sequentially as the traversal algorithm does, the PSO algorithm significantly improves computational efficiency through these beneficial update mechanisms.

Four time source combinations can be generated after the program has run for several times, as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite Number</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 13 32 38 46 63</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 24 41 49 66 62</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 13 27 43 49 62</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 16 30 35 49 65</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Optimal time source combinations obtained by PSO algorithm.

In order to study the time synchronization effect of the method in the case of network topology changes, we obtained another time slice of the constellation in one operation cycle by simulation, and the constructed network topology is shown in Figure 5. In the network topology, the numbers represent the satellites’ numbers. The difference with the network topology in Figure 4 is that there is no connection between the satellites in row 8 in Figure 5, i.e., there is no inter-satellite link between the satellites in neighboring orbits. The optimal clock source combinations are calculated for the network topology shown in Figure 5 using the traversal algorithm shown in Algorithm A1, and Table 4 lists the optimal clock source combination serial numbers and the corresponding clock source satellite numbers.

Figure 5. Network topology for another time slice.
Table 4. Optimal clock source combination table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Optimal Clock Source Combination Serial Numbers</th>
<th>Satellite Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>94,277</td>
<td>1 18 27 43 46 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>778,085</td>
<td>5 21 24 40 49 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>993,477</td>
<td>7 13 32 38 51 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,677,285</td>
<td>11 16 29 35 54 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also calculated the optimal clock source combinations using the PSO algorithm for the network topology shown in Figure 5, obtaining the fourth group clock source combination in Table 4. Clock delivery trees are constructed for the fourth group of clock source combinations, as shown in Figure 6. And, the sum of weighted clock levels is calculated as 103 based on the clock transfer trees in Figure 6. The value is larger than the sum of weighted clock levels 102 in the first time slice, which indicates that the clock synchronization effect is degraded. This is because the network topology has changed in this time slice, the links between satellites have been reduced, the available clock transfer paths have been reduced, and the matrix connection table $A$ has been changed, which affects the simulation results according to Equation (7), so the simulation results become worse accordingly.

![Time transfer trees of the fourth group in Table 4.](image)

Figure 6. Time transfer trees of the fourth group in Table 4.

The iteration times of the two algorithms are compared in Figure 7. The traversal algorithm iterates to the 94,277th time to obtain the optimal result, but still needs to calculate all 11th times to determine, while the PSO algorithm only needs to iterate 43 times to obtain the optimal result. Using a time monitoring program, it takes 190.96 s for the traversal algorithm to calculate 11th combinations, and 0.039 s for the PSO algorithm to calculate 43 times.

![The curves of the number of iterations of the PSO algorithm and the traversal algorithm with respect to the minimum sum of the weighted time in another time slice.](image)

Figure 7. The curves of the number of iterations of the PSO algorithm and the traversal algorithm with respect to the minimum sum of the weighted time in another time slice.
4. Discussion

For all the optimal time source combinations found by the traversal algorithm, the PSO algorithm can only obtain one of the optimal time source combinations each time. For LEO satellite network application scenarios, it is important to find one optimal combination immediately, when the time source satellite is broken. In the simulation, the PSO algorithm can gain a group of optimal time source combinations within a minimum of 10 iterations, which significantly reduces the computational complexity, shortens the computation time, and can complete the satellite time re-synchronization of the LEO satellite networks more quickly.

Although only 66 satellites are used in the design, the effectiveness of the proposed method has been verified. As the number of satellites increases, the traversal algorithm grows exponentially in computation because it needs to compute all possible scenarios, whereas the PSO algorithm is closer to the optimal result with each iteration, eliminating many useless computations. Therefore, its generalization to giant constellations is also applicable.

5. Conclusions

Interference or space environmental factors may lead to time reference failure or time transfer link fault in the time-varying topology of LEO satellite networks [31]. In order to provide the long-distance time-sensitive services, it is necessary to recalculate the time synchronization transfer paths quickly; the means of a fast time synchronization of large-scale LEO satellite networks based on a bionic algorithm is illustrated in this paper.

The ephemeris information from the navigation message is used to generate the connection table between satellites, which can obtain the current topology of the satellite network according to the connection table calculation results.

In the PSO algorithm, six satellites are selected as the time sources, while the stratum of the time transfer trees are calculated. The minimum sum of the weighted layers is considered as the optimization objective to select the time sources. After the clock layers of the satellites in the network are determined, the time cascades of the satellites can be broadcasted to achieve fast and stable time re-synchronization.

With the Iridium constellation topology, the PSO algorithm is compared with the traditional traversal algorithm. The optimization of PSO with the same result requires only 10 iterations, which is much smaller than the $11^6$ iterations of the traversal algorithm, and significantly reduces the computational complexity. In this way, we can realize fast time synchronization in large-scale LEO satellite networks with time-varying topology, reduce clock synchronization levels, and decrease time synchronization jitters.

In previous studies, various methods for the time synchronization of individual satellites are considered. These methods include satellite-to-ground bidirectional time synchronization, satellite-to-satellite time synchronization based on TWRTT technology, and time synchronization using global positioning system (GPS) or BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS) navigation signals. For large-scale LEO satellite constellations, achieving time synchronization for all satellites is crucial. To ensure effective clock synchronization, the clock source must have high precision, necessitating careful selection of the clock source. Utilizing time synchronization methods based on GPS or BDS has the advantage of minimal error sources and high precision, making them the preferred choices for clock sources.

In this study, we consider scenarios where environmental or human factors may impact the reception of navigation signals. In cases where navigation signals are unavailable or only a subset of satellites can receive them, it becomes necessary to select satellites within the current network as clock sources to accomplish time synchronization. In previous studies, when selecting a satellite as a clock source within a constellation, an iterative algorithm is utilized to compute all possible selection scenarios, compare their computational results, and select the optimal result. This study utilizes an iterative bionic algorithm, which significantly reduces the amount of computation. During simulation, we observed that the PSO algorithm occasionally converges to local optimal solutions without reaching the global
optimum after 100 iterations. In the future, we plan to improve this algorithm or explore alternative algorithms to prevent it from becoming trapped in local optimal solutions.
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**Appendix A**

In the pseudocode, for, while, if and return are functions defined in C/C++ programming language. Among them, for and while functions choose whether to loop and execute the following program by determining whether the conditions that follow are satisfied or not. The if function is a judgment function. The and return function returns one or more variables and constants. Q is an array to store unvisited satellite numbers. The col function stores other satellite numbers that have a connection relationship with the satellite represented by the first element in the Q array. And the function sum is used to sum the elements of an array. The arrow and the equal sign represent the assignment of the value on the right side of the symbol to the variable on the left side of the symbol.

```
Algorithm A1: Traversal Algorithm
Input: Connection table, A; Number of satellites, N; Number of time sources, D; Satellites in each orbital plane, SN;
Output: Sum of weighted clock hierarchy for each combination of time sources, sumstratum; Combinations of time sources with the minimum sum of hierarchy, sour; Clock transfer trees, tree;
for i₁ ← 1 to SN do
  Q(1, 1) = i₁;
for i₂ ← 1 to SN do
  Q(1, 2) = i₂ + SN;
  :
for i₀ ← 1 to SN do
  Q(1, D) = i₀ + (D – 1)·SN;
Mark the time sources as visited;
Mark the hierarchy of the time sources as 0;
while sum(Q) do
  col = find(A(Q(1,:)) = 1);
  for j₁ ← 1 to size(col) do
    if col(j₁) has not been visited then
      Mark col(j₁) as visited;
      Update q by col(j₁);
      Increase the hierarchy of col(j₁) by 1;
      Record the parent node of col(j₁);
      Create a clock transfer tree path;
    Calculate sumstratum by using weighted clock hierarchy for the current combination of time sources;
  sour = find(sumstratum = min(sumstratum));
  tree ← Create the clock transfer trees;
return sumstratum, sour, tree;
```
In Algorithm A2, $S$ is an array that records the clock hierarchy.

**Algorithm A2:** Compute the minimum sum of weighted clock levels for a time source combination presented by $x$

**Input:** Time source numbers vector, $x$; Connection table, $A$; Number of satellites, $N$; Number of time source numbers, $D$;

**Output:** The sum of clock weighted levels for all satellites, $sumstr$;

1. Init $q = x$;  
2. Mark the time sources as visited;  
3. Mark the hierarchy of the time sources as 0;

4. while $sum(q)$ do
   5. $col = find(A(q(1,:), 1) = 1);$  
   6. for $j$ ← 1 to size($col$) do
      7. if $col(j)$ has not been visited then
         8. Mark $col(j)$ as visited;  
         9. Update $q$ by $col(j)$;  
        10. Increase the hierarchy of $col(j)$ by 1;  
         11. Record the parent node of $col(j)$;  
         12. Create a clock transfer tree path;

13. Calculate $sumstr$ by using weighted clock hierarchy for the current combination of time sources;

14. return $sumstr$;

**Algorithm A3:** Main Algorithm

**Input:** Number of particles, $NP$; Connection table, $A$; Number of satellites, $N$; Number of time source numbers, $D$; Inertia weight, $\omega$; Learning factors, $c1$ & $c2$; Maximum/minimum particle velocity, $V_{max}/V_{min}$; Maximum/minimum number of every time source, $X_{max}/X_{min}$; Iteration times, $T$;

**Output:** Global optimal time sources, $g$; Global minimum sum of weighted clock hierarchy, $gbest$; Clock transfer trees, $tree$;

1. $v$ ← Init velocity for all individual particles;  
2. $x$ ← Init time source numbers selected by each individual particle;  
3. $p$ ← Init optimal time source for each individual particle;

4. $pbest$ ← Init minimum sum of weighted clock hierarchy for each individual particle using $func1$;

5. $g$ ← Init global optimal time sources;

6. $gbest$ ← Init global minimum sum of weighted clock hierarchy;

7. for $i$ ← 1 to $T$ do
   8. for $j$ ← 1 to $NP$ do
      9. Calculate $sumstr = func1(x(j,:), A, N, D);$  
      10. if $sumstr < pbest(j)$ then
           11. Update calculated optimal time sources $p(j)$ and minimum weighted clock hierarchy for the particle $pbest(j)$;
      12. if $sumstr < gbest$ then
           13. Update global minimum weighted clock hierarchy $gbest$ and global optimal time sources $g(j)$;

14. Update the velocity $v$ and time source satellite numbers $x$ for the particle;

15. $Q = g$;

16. while $sum(Q)$ do
   17. $col = find(A(Q(1,:), 1) = 1);$  
   18. for $j$ ← 1 to size($col$) do
      19. if $col(j)$ has not been visited then
           20. Mark $col(j)$ as visited;  
           21. Update $Q$ by $col(j)$;  
           22. Increase the hierarchy of $col(j)$ by 1;  
           23. Record the parent node of $col(j)$;  
           24. Create a clock transfer tree path;

25. $tree$ ← Create the clock transfer trees;

26. return $g, gbest, tree$;
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